
Pisces ~ Neptune ~ 12th House 

Some people think it's holding on 
that makes one strong; 

sometimes ... it's letting go! 
~ Sylvia Robinson ~ 

Pisces Represents:  
     

•Secrets 
•Limitations/Restrictions  
•Fantasy  
•Dreams  
•Vision  
•Imagination  
•Creative Visualization  
•Mysticism  
•Psychic Ability  
•Surrender & Trust (Let Go/Let God) 
•Dissolving Boundaries 
•Understanding  
•Tolerance  
•Compassion  
•Bliss  
•Ecstasy  
•Universal Love  
•Sensitivity to Surrounding Energies  
•Meditation 
   

Body: 
    
•Feet 
•Colds 
•Lymphatic System 

Pisces Challenges:  
        

•Excessive & persistent worry can result in an ulcer  
•Resisting awareness or spirituality can result in problems w. feet (corns, calluses,  
                swelling, or sweatiness)  
•Losing touch w/inner voice can result in problems with your lymphatic system  
•Feet represent our ability & willingness to understand ourselves, life, & others  
•Corns represent hardened areas of thought and where you are stubbornly holding  
                on to the pain of the past  
•Calluses represent hardened concepts & ideas and fear solidified  
•Swelling represents being stuck in your thinking or clogged, painful ideas  
•The lymphatic system is a warning system that the mind needs to be recentered on  
                the essentials of life - love & joy  
     

Pisces Highlights: 
      

•Focus on your dreams & visions 
•Make time to be still and quiet, ask the question and open to receive the answer 
•Your ability to "s ense" things around you is enhanced 
•Decide what is actually useful and relevant 
•Indulge your imagination 
•Dissolve all boundaries between you and all that you need,  
                desire & deserve 
•Develop, strengthen and follow your intuition 
•Seek solitude in nature 
•Don't over-analyze but be discerning 
•Let go and let God 
•Practice trusting your Heart / Spirit / Higher Self to guide  
                you through the day (not your mind) 
•Create your DREAM SCHEDULE (just for fun - put down  
                all that you have to do now, just adjust the schedule  
                to suit YOU! If you could do those same things but  
                when YOU wanted to, not on someone else's clock,  
                how would you create your day? 



     This month, your Power Wishes should focus on your dreams! Expand your mind - think of this, if 
money and time were NOT an issue (if you had both in abundance), what would you do? How would you 
do it? Where would you do it? Who would you include in your personal and professional life? Dream this 
month! Just see where it leads. 
     Pisces is the energy of "Let go and let God". That's something we are not conditioned to do in this       
society, however that doesn't mean it's impossible, it just means we need practice (re-conditioning). This 
energy requires us to follow our intuition. However, many people can't hear when their Spirit is "speaking" 
to them. You must make time to be still and quiet, ask the question and wait for a sense that you are being 
led in a certain direction. Remember, there is a difference between ego and Spirit talking. Ego is the little 
voice inside that pokes at you all day long. (ie, "do it - yeah, you should do it - do it - do it ...") Spirit is the 
little voice inside that ONLY SPEAKS ONCE! It's when, in hindsight, you say to yourself, "I should have 
followed my first mind!" That's Spirit (or your intuition) talking to you! (I also recently read somewhere, 
"3-D shouts / spirit whispers" - which is another way to say that.) 
     This energy is very sensitive to the vibrations it encounters. If you want to enhance your ability to 
"sense" things around you, this is a good month to focus on that. If you're already too sensitive to the 
things around you, this is a good month to ask for better "discernment", which enables you to decide what 
is actually useful and relevant. You may be more susceptible to the energies of those around you, don't be 
sucked into other people's dramas. If your sensitivity can be useful - great! Otherwise, you may be        
overwhelmed by the various energies surrounding you - good, bad and indifferent. 
     Neptune is the planet of dreams and visions. On one hand, your imagination is all-powerful, taking you 
in directions you may not have tried and that can be useful. However, it is also the energy of "rose colored 
glasses" - only seeing what you want to see and that can be dangerous. Discernment is the key! As is     
vigilance, as I'm sure you know, it can be much easier to give in to the illusion than to hold out for the 
Truth ... that we may have been avoiding.  
     The 12th House represents karma, secrets, limitations, past lives, and lessons you have come to master 
in this lifetime. Again, discernment is the key because here, a lot of muckity-muck comes to the surface 
and you have to "discern" what is ego control dramas and what is actual karmic debt to be worked 
through. I recommend lots of quiet meditation time - alone! It's okay to take time occasionally to escape 
into your own private dreams. Give yourself that permission. The key is to gather useful information you 
can bring back into the world and apply in a productive manner. 
     A reminder here, this energy can make you overly analytical and that's not what 
we're shooting for in working with this energy. You want to allow the information, 
during your meditation, to just flow to and through you. Do not judge what comes to 
the surface. Nothing is good nor bad, but thinking makes it so!! Just get used to the 
feeling of your imagination being given a time and space to express itself and see 
where it takes you. 


